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The Encyclopedia Britannica 6-Book Interactive Science Library is a captivating and effective
learning and entertainment center for people of all ages. The set includes: SD-X Interactive Reader,
6 80 page Encyclopedia Britannica Science Reference Books, and 2 wall-sized 20'' x 24'' interactive
posters.
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Got this for my 5 y.o. (from Costco, $39.00) and she loves it. But I suppose 7-9 y.o. will benefit from
its contents since the topics are fairly advanced unless a parent would explain the pictures using
simpler words. I hope there's an equivalent product for humanities, art and history.

We purchased this wonderful interactive library for our 9 year old and he loves it. We highly
recommend it! However, I saw they sell it here for much more than we purchased it for at Sams. We
only paid about $45-$50.

Purchased this for my 5 year old daughters birthday and she says it's her favorite gift, was back and
forth between this and leapfrog/pads but felt this would be used longer and more educational. My 8
year old also enjoys them and will use it to supplement his daily reading requirements. I thought the
one we purchased was new but it had batteries already installed and another set of a different brand
included, but it all seems to be working just fine. And I may have missed it was used in description.
All in all would recommend.

I bought a few of these (1-6 book and a couple of the 3-book series) . This is an excellent product. I

hope Britannica continues to develop more of these books !!!

Combination of visual ( which is amazingly good) and audio allows you to enter a wonderland of
knowledge. One of my best purchases.

I bought it from costco for my 4 year old, and we loved it. The problem was that I got busy and we
stopped using it for about 6 months. When I tried to use it again, the pen was mute. I changed the
batteries, and nothing can get it to turn back on. And no, I did not leave the batteries in all that time I
did not use it.

My 10 yr old niece was kind of into science before this set. After getting it for Christmas she's
hooked, anxious to read up on a particular topic.

So I buy this for my kids for Christmas. They are super excited. Want to get it out and start
reading....awesome! Get it out flip through the books. They look great. Get the reader out tell the
kids how it works, simple enough. Kids love it, reading pages. Answering questions, it great and
then the pen stops working. Simple fix, change the batteries. Still broke. Ugh. Call the company that
makes it, they are like some are defective and we don't have replacements. You will have to return
it. And maybe you can buy a new one. Well that does not instill confidence in the product. Going to
try and return/ exchange it. Maybe the next one won't break as quick.....if there are any left. Super
disappointed. Great concept too bad it broke so quickly.
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